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Welcome from Andrew Sigler, NACUSA president:
Hello Everyone,
As president of our organization, it is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the re-imagined
2021 NACUSA National Festival curated by the Cascadia chapter. Typically we would gather for
our festival, but I am excited to virtually welcome you all from far and wide to Portland to enjoy
this year’s offerings. It is enough of a challenge to organize a multi-day festival, but to do it twice
in as many years and with such significant changes is quite a feat! In addition to those who have
assisted through the national organization and the Cascadia chapter, I would also like to thank
Lewis & Clark College and the Oregon Cultural Trust for their support and participation in this
festival.
NACUSA is committed to making significant contributions to the world of music in general and
the compositional community in particular. The national conference is our opportunity to come
together from across the country to share music, scholarship, and a vision for the future. Our
gathering this year is virtual, but perhaps more significant than ever before. I hope that you will
take advantage of this opportunity to learn from one another, to grow as a musician, and to be
inspired.
I hope you have a wonderful time during the conference and I look forward to meeting as many
of you as possible the next time we come together!
Sincerely,
Andy
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A chapter of the National Association of Composers/USA (NACUSA)
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Cascadia Composers engages our community through the creation, performance, and
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Composers/USA), other grants and donors, and fundraisers sponsored by Cascadia. Special thanks to our
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Program
All works by Cascadia chapter members.

Remembrance (Tuol Sleng and Choeung Ek)

William Toutant

Heather Mastel-Lipson, Hae-Jin Kim, violins; Casey Bozell, viola; Heather Blackburn, violoncello
In early 2019, my wife and I spent a month in Southeast Asia. While in Phnom Penh we visited
the Toul Sleng S-21 Genocide Museum where the Khmer Rouge imprisoned and tortured as many as
20,000 Cambodians. After being tortured at S-21, the victims were sent to the nearby Choeung Ek
“killing field” for execution and burial in mass graves. After walking among the gravesites at Choeung
Ek, we visited the Memorial Stupa. Behind the glass walls of this 17-story structure are visible the skulls
of several thousand of the Khmer Rouge victims, organized by age and gender—all nameless. This piece
is my reaction to these emotional experiences.
William Toutant was born in Worcester, Massachusetts. He received his BA and MA from The
George Washington University and his Ph.D. in music theory and composition from Michigan State
University. He joined the music faculty of California State University, Northridge in 1975. During the
next 38 years he not only taught in the Department of Music, but he also served in a variety of
administrative positions including Dean of the Mike Curb College of Arts, Media, and Communication.
For eighteen years wrote and hosted the weekly radio program, “The KCSN Opera House.” He became
Professor Emeritus in May 2013. His music is available on North/South, Capstone, Centaur, Phasma and
Navona records. He lives in Los Angeles with his wife, Ligia Toutant.

American Waters

Lisa Neher
Lisa Neher, mezzo-soprano

American Waters explores bodies of water as literal and metaphorical barriers between us and
the places and people we know and love. This piece digs into the emotional toll of these barriers
through the lens of water. When I perform the piece, I think of my great-great grandfather, Bernard
Harvey, who emigrated to the US from Ireland, leaving family and friends behind, not knowing if he'd
ever be able to go back.
American Waters was born out of a music and film course I took in graduate school. I composed
it to accompany a montage of early black and white footage of rivers, waterfalls, and ocean surf from
the Library of Congress. The piece can be performed with or without this film montage.
I created the text for this piece by stitching together fragments of folk songs from the U.S. and the
United Kingdom. These fragments are like hints of memories from the past which are reinvented with
new melodic lines. Whispered sounds emulate the noises of splashing surf and crashing waves.
Lyrics:
My Bonnie
Away you rolling river
I cannot cross
Build me a boat
I cannot cross o'er you rolling river
Down by the river
Down the sea
Over
Away
I'm bound away
Bound gently down
Across
Over the ocean
Portland, Oregon composer and mezzo-soprano Lisa Neher writes theatrical, story-driven music
for instruments and voices. Trained as a stage actress, her compositions are shaped by her keen sense of
dramatic timing and feature aching, lyrical phrases, energetic rhythmic motives, and intense harmonies.
She often draws inspiration for her works from the natural world, suggesting the joyous bubbling of
streams, the delicacy of sprouting plants, and the eerie mystery of deep ocean life with evocative
timbres and vivid motives. Lisa’s commissions include works for Third Angle New Music, Durward
Ensemble, the Glass City Singers, Coe College Orchestra, Kirkwood Community College Chamber
Singers, pianist Michael Kirkendoll, and flutist Rose Bishop. Her marimba duo Thaw was premiered by
Mayumi Hama and Chris Froh at the Sacramento State Festival of New American Music. She is a fellow
of the Cortona Sessions for New Music and the Gabriela Lena Frank Creative Academy of Music. Lisa is
in high demand as a performer of contemporary and standard repertoire and is the creator of the One
Voice Project, a performance of new unaccompanied songs and poetry. She spends her free time
distance running and baking delicious treats involving copious amounts of chocolate. For more
information, visit www.lisanehermusic.com.

The Tao of Clouds

Adam Eason
Casey Bozell, violin; Rebecca Stager, piano

The Tao of Clouds is a musical engagement with my brief experience practicing tai chi. Of most
relevance is the attitude of calm focus and fluidity, even in the midst of complex or strenuous
movement. Between the opening and closing breaths of a form, movements and gestures come and go,
an improvisatory feel masking practiced choreography.
Adam Eason has been making music ever since he could start humming. Since then, it has been a
long and difficult road to becoming a composer. Starting in cello performance, and eventually
graduating from Southern Methodist University with a Bachelor of Arts in Music, actual lessons in
composition were few and far between. It is only in the past few years that he has really started to get
the hang of this composing thing.

Nonet, 3rd movement: Passacaglia

Andrew Lewinter

Members of the Brno Philharmonic; Brno, Czechia
This is the third movement of a 3-movement work. The form is a passacaglia, and style is tonal
and romantic. Nonet is scored for flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, bassoon, violin, viola, cello and double
bass.
The piece was written for the Palm Beach Chamber Music Festival, where it was premiered in
2018. It is performed here by members of the Brno Philharmonic (Brno, Czechia). A recording of the
entire work, on Ablaze Records, is available on multiple streaming services and for sale through
Amazon Music and other outlets.
As a young person, Andrew Lewinter divided his time between studying composition and the
French horn, and had a 14-year career as an orchestral horn player. In 2016, he began composing
music again.
Andrew Lewinter's Sonata for Horn and Piano (2017), was premiered by Lydia VanDreel and
Sandy Holder in Tacoma, Washington in 2018 at the Northwest Horn Symposium. Lewinter’s Sonata for
Tuba and Piano was premiered and recorded by Michael Grose and Andrew Pham at the University of
Oregon in 2019. His Waltz for Flute and Cello was included on a release from Navona Records by flutist
Dieter Flury in 2020.

Dust and Shadows

John G. Bilotta
Jenny Estrin, violin; Sequoia, piano

Dust and Shadows is a meditation for violin and piano on themes from "C Brontë", a dramatic
scene for soprano, violin, and piano. The two oldest children of the Brontë family, Maria and Elizabeth,
died of tuberculosis in their early teens, leaving behind the much younger Charlotte, Branwell, Emily,
and Anne. Twenty-three years later, as a young man, Branwell also died of tuberculosis, followed three
months later by Emily, and then by Anne. In a letter, Charlotte wrote of Emily and Anne…
"…they are both gone, and so is poor Branwell, and my elder sisters, dead long ago, and now
Papa has me only: the weakest, puniest, least promising of his six children. Consumption has taken the
whole five. A year ago, had a prophet foretold the autumn, the winter, the spring of sickness and
suffering to be gone through, I should have thought this can never be endured. It is over. Branwell,
Emily, Anne are gone like dreams. One by one, I have watched them fall asleep on my arm, and closed
their glazed eyes. I have seen them buried one by one."

John G. Bilotta was born in Waterbury, Connecticut, but has spent most his life in the San
Francisco Bay Area where he studied composition with Frederick Saunders. His works have been
performed by soloists and ensembles around the world including Rarescale, Earplay, the Talea
Ensemble, the Washington Square Contemporary Music Society, Chamber Mix, North/South
Consonance, Musica Nova, the Avenue Winds, the Presidio Ensemble, the Boston String Quartet, the
San Francisco Composers Chamber Orchestra, the Kiev Philharmonic, the Oakland Civic Orchestra, San
Francisco Cabaret Opera, Bluegrass Opera, Boston Metro Opera, the Thompson Street Opera, New
Fangled Opera, and VocalWorks. His music is available on Capstone Records, New Music North,
Beauport Classical Recordings, ERMMedia, Bouddi Music/Australia and Navona Records, and are
distributed by Naxos. He is currently President of the San Francisco Chapter of NACUSA, he serves on
the Board of Directors of Goat Hall Productions and on the Executive Committee of the Society of
Composers, Inc.

Eternal Gardens

Michael Johanson
Susan DeWitt Smith, piano

Eternal Gardens was commissioned by Portland Piano International for their Rising Star Series
and premiered by pianist Justin Bartlett. The central idea behind this series is to feature newly
commissioned piano music inspired by works from the existing solo piano repertoire.
My work was inspired by Toru Takemitsu’s solo piano work Rain Tree Sketch II: InMemoriam
Olivier Messiaen. Rain Tree Sketch II was the composer’s last work for solo piano and is dedicated to
Olivier Messiaen. In Messiaen’s obituary, Takemitsu commented, “Truly, he was my spiritual mentor …
Among the many things I learned from his music, the concept and experience of color and the form of
time will be unforgettable.” The use of recurring motives and the use of harmonies for their coloristic
value in Takemitsu’s work reflect the influence of Messiaen. I have always strongly felt the connection
between Messiaen and Takemitsu, and to some extent, I envision my work as paying homage to both
composers. Given the fact that many of the characteristics of the music of these masters have greatly
influenced my own compositional voice, it was a delight to conceive of this piece as an homage of
sorts.
Michael Johanson’s music has been described as “luminous and exuberant” and “spectacular,
thrilling” [Oregon Arts Watch]. His work reflects a deep interest in integrating materials from a range of
styles and approaches, often informed by explorations of diverse harmonic and timbral possibilities.
Johanson’s compositions have been performed by distinguished soloists and ensembles throughout the
states and in England, China, Switzerland, Thailand, France, and Australia.
Performances and/or commissions include those from the International Beethoven Project;
Portland Piano International; Fear No Music; Third Angle; Cerulean Duo; VIR Men’s Ensemble; June in
Buffalo; Resonance Ensemble; Trio Bella Voce; the Northwest Horn Orchestra, Post-Haste Duo, Portland
Percussion Group, and the Indiana University New Music Ensemble.
Johanson has received awards/fellowships from the MacDowell Colony, the American Music
Center, ASCAP, the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, Wildacres Residency, and Palazzo Rinaldi. He
was the 2016 recipient of the Oregon Music Teachers Association Composer of the Year Award, and
one of only two recipients awarded an Honorable Mention in the 2016 MTNA Distinguished Composer
of the Year Award.
Johanson is Chair and Professor of Music at Lewis & Clark College, where he also serves as
Artistic Director of the Friends of Rain new music concert series.

INTERMISSION

Piano Trio No. 1: I; II; III; IV

Alexander LaFollett

Hae-Jin Kim, violin; Heather Blackburn, violoncello; Sequoia, piano
My Piano Trio No. 1 in G Dardanian is indicative of my interest in exploring a sort of strange-butaccessible neoclassical aesthetic, which has been considerably influenced by Eastern European music.
While there is no specific program behind the trio (hence the very nondescript title), my intent with it
was to convey a strong yet abstract visual quality, through the highly-stylized nature of my musical
materials—namely, non-diatonic modal structures (including the titular G Dardanian from my
Heptatonic Modal Catalog), and asymmetrical meters.
The work consists of four brief and contrasting movements, following the Baroque sonata di
chiesa form, with a slow-fast-slow-fast tempo scheme. The first movement is designed to begin
acclimating the listener to the sound world of the trio, accelerating into the maddening, claustrophobic
ride of the second, before landing in a mysterious melancholy realm for the third. The final movement
concludes on a playfully sinister note.
Alexander LaFollett (b. 1985) is a composer, music theorist, and educator, based in Oregon.
Most of LaFollett’s work is in instrumental genres, characterized by a strange but accessible style,
featuring an extensive, modally based harmonic vocabulary. His catalog of works currently includes
nearly 60 works, including an ongoing cycle of orchestral pieces based on the periodic table of
elements, and thirteen string quartets. Primary influences include Darius Milhaud, Igor Stravinsky, and
Béla Bartók, Eastern European music, various strains of progressive and alternative rock, and early video
game soundtracks. His music has been performed by fEARnoMUSIC, Third Angle New Music, So
Percussion with the Pacific Rim Gamelan, violinist Wyatt True, and the Portland Youth Philharmonic
Young String Ensemble, among others. Most recently, he has received commissions from Wisconsin
pianist Rhonda Rizzo, and Seattle-based wind trio Onomatopoeia, and is also finishing his first
symphony.
LaFollett earned his Ph.D. in music composition and theory from the University of Oregon in
2013, studying under Robert Kyr and David Crumb. He has served on faculty at both Western Oregon
University and Portland Community College, in addition to offering private composition instruction.

Five Pieces for Unaccompanied Cello

Liz Nedela

I. The Realization; II. Conflict; III. Prayer; IV. Resolution; V. The Future
Nancy Ives, violoncello
A tribute to my nephew when an accident left him paraplegic; each piece is symbolic of dealing
with his new life and as he raised his daughter. The last movement is a duet between father and
daughter -- a well-adjusted, normal, active family surmounting many challenges. Matthew now
competes in marathons as the only wheelchair contestant.
These pieces demonstrate the beautiful tone, unique characteristics, and virtuosity of the cello,
while portraying the inner struggles, strength, and continued positive attitude of Matthew.
The Realization - the range, agility, beauty of long sustained notes; unique double and triple stops
in wide range of registers.
Conflict - agitato, begins middle register moving to high and low ranges.
Prayer - haunting, prayerful melody; beautiful-sustained tones; many meter changes; displaced
accents; wide dynamic ranges.
Resolution - begins and ends in tranquility; alternated with playful, lyrical, agility and range.

The Future - virtuosic melody; leaps intertwined with lower dialog; short melodic motif in dolce
section; alternates between the spirited and dolce with agility, range, and tones of the cello. The tempo
is flexible, according to interpretation.
Liz Nedela, MM, MEd, BA, composition, piano and strings. Liz is fond of contemporary
composition techniques, counterpoint, ethnic, modal and early music, and weaves these aspects into
her compositions. She writes music in many genres, instruments and voice, completing commissions
from music teachers organizations, church, orchestra, chamber music, Women’s Music festivals, and
concert soloists and ensembles; most recently, Portland Polonia’s celebration of the Poland Centenary.
Several pieces are archived in universities and have been broadcast on public radio. She has earned an
MM in composition (winning a Composer Showcase award and scholarships); and a BA and MEd with
focus on piano, composition, English, and theater, devising a program for teaching composition. She
served as the Montana State and the Northwest Division chair of composition for MTNA (Music
Teachers National Association). In 2014, Liz was awarded the WSMTA (Washington chapter of MTNA)
Composer of the Year, resulting in Penta-Moods, a study in pentatonic modes. She is an active member
of Cascadia Composers and other music organizations, and has served as adjudicator in piano and
composition.

The Cabaret of Theresienstadt

Gary Noland

Anna Haagenson, soprano; Stephanie Thompson, piano
This is one of several settings of poems by Alexander Theroux I composed for soprano and piano.
Notwithstanding that Theroux has twice been nominated for the National Book Award and has received
high praise from a host of literary heavyweights (among them Anthony Burgess, Norman Mailer, and
Robertson Davies), his writings have not yet made it into the literary canon. This would indicate that the
literary gatekeepers have been asleep at the switch. A pervasive lack of focus, collective short attention
span, and surfeit of useless information floating around in cyberspace have contributed to the formation
of a fragmented cultural landscape that has blurred people’s perceptions as to which artistic creations
are worthy of attention versus those which are eminently discardable. Theroux wrote me: “Your
consideration of my work is touching, especially since much of my work nowadays is ignored (offered, I
promise, as a fact but without self-pity).” This says nothing about Theroux but a great deal about how
corrupted our aesthetic perceptions have become. As of this writing I have set six of Theroux’s poems
for soprano and piano—a project I plan on pursuing in greater depth.
The Cabaret of Theresienstadt
When all our dreams are over
Will then be part of now?
Ask me that tomorrow.
I will try to tell you how.
Muss ich, ohne Ziel,
Bleibt immer herein?
Es war einmal
Es wird einmal wieder sein.
Will once upon a time
Be what will be again?
Wait, until tomorrow

For we will find out, then.
Muss ich, ohne Ziel,
Bleibt immer herein?
Es war einmal
Es wird einmal wieder sein.
When we awake tomorrow
What do you think we’ll find?
That tomorrow is a place
If it cannot be a time.
Muss ich, ohne Ziel,
Bleibt immer herein?
Es war einmal
Es wird einmal wieder sein.
— Alexander Theroux
Gary Noland grew up in a crowded house shared by ten people on a plot of land three blocks
south of UC Berkeley known as People’s Park, which has distinguished itself as a site of civic unrest
since the late 1960s. As an adolescent, Gary lived for a time in Salzburg and Garmisch-Partenkirchen,
where he absorbed many musical influences. Having studied with a long roster of acclaimed composers
and musicians, he earned his Bachelor’s in music from UC Berkeley in 1979, continued studies at the
Boston Conservatory, and transferred to Harvard University, where he added to his credits a Masters and
a PhD in Music Composition in 1989. Gary’s catalogue consists of hundreds of works, which include
piano, vocal, chamber, experimental, and electronic pieces; full-length plays in verse, “chamber
novels,” and other text pieces; as well as graphically notated scores. His chamber novel JAGDLIED was
listed by one reviewer as one of the “Top 10 Books of 2018.” His compositions have been performed
and broadcast (including on NPR) in many locations throughout the United States, as well as in Europe,
Asia, and Australia. Six CDs of his music are available from North Pacific Music.

Cuckoo

Lesley Sommer
The Evergreen Experimental Music Ensemble: Arun Chandra, director

Cuckoo uses modernized text and melodic fragments from “Sumer is icumen in,” an anonymous
canon composed in the 13th century. The text is spoken and sung both backward and forward, repeated
and varied. Cuckoo also borrows a line from Shakespeare’s King Lear, “Nothing will come of nothing.”
The song of the trickster cuckoo echos across centuries. Although “cuck” has recently become an
ugly insult, I think that the cuckoo’s bawdy life-force transcends these current difficulties. Let’s hope.
Summer is a-coming in—
Loudly sing, cuckoo!
Groweth seed and bloweth mead
And springeth the wood new.
Sing, cuckoo!
Ewe bleateth after lamb,
Loweth after calf cow,

Bullock starteth, buck farteth—
Merrily sing, cuckoo!
Cuckoo, cuckoo,
Well singest thou, cuckoo!
Cease thou never now.
Sing, cuckoo, now!
— Anonymous, 13th century
Born in 1967 in the Pacific Northwest and trained at Indiana University, Lesley Sommer has been
teaching music composition and theory at Western Washington University for more than twenty years.
Her interests involve the various ways one’s compositions might react to, or be shaped by, current
events in the personal and political spheres; and the conundrum of creating a life as both an artist and a
mother.

*******************************************************************************************************************************
Most works recorded by Rick Gordon and Patrick Brewer of Backline Productions, with the generous
cooperation of Augustana Lutheran Church in Portland, Oregon. Remainder courtesy of the composers
and the performers.
Concert video compiled and edited by Patrick Brewer and Rick Gordon of Backline Productions,
backlineproductionspdx@gmail.com.
*******************************************************************************************************************************

PERFORMER BIOS

In The ‘Hood is a collaboration between Cascadia Composers and Friends of Rain, Lewis & Clark
College’s new music ensemble. Performances feature varying subgroups of the L&C music performance
faculty.
The ensemble’s mission is to perform the music of the 20th- and 21st centuries, including works
by emerging composers, established composers, and Lewis & Clark faculty composers, with an
emphasis on the music of the last fifty years.
Friends of Rain: Michael Johanson is the Artistic Director
A New York native, Heather Blackburn is an in-demand cellist and teacher based in Portland,
Oregon. Heather has enjoyed a diverse career, playing with everyone from the Oregon Symphony to
indie rock bands and everything in between! She has given Oregon premieres of works by Esa Pekka

Salonnen, Joan Tower, and Kenji Bunch among others, and has been part of Fear No Music’s Young
Composers Project for the past 7 years. Heather currently teaches at George Fox University, is a member
of the Arnica String Quartet and is looking forward to playing concerts throughout the US when it is
again possible!
Charismatic violinist and presenter Casey Bozell offers performances and music experiences
which engage and inspire audiences across the Pacific Northwest. Her bold and colorful playing “draws
out strong emotions” (The Linfield Review) and casts new light on traditional repertoire. As a presenter,
Casey shares a magnetic enthusiasm for music which, when coupled with her approachable and
cheerful personality, widens and deepens audiences and their connection to classical music.
Casey is the concertmaster of the Newport Symphony and is also a member of the Portland
Opera Orchestra and Oregon Ballet Theater. Recent solo engagements include appearances with the
Newport Symphony, Beaverton Symphony, Linfield Chamber Orchestra, and the Central Oregon
Chamber Orchestra as well as guest artist recitals at the University of Northern Colorado, Eastern
Oregon University, and Linfield College. An adept chamber musician, Casey is a founding member of
the Hammers and Bows piano trio and Element String Quartet. Committed to exploring new possibilities
for her instrument within the context of what it means to be Oregonian, Casey has commissioned six
new compositions by talented local composers. Among her world premiere performances are
compositions by Thomas Barber, Amelia Bierly, Douglas Detrick, and Nora Ryan.
Passionate about developing creativity and musical literacy in young people, she serves on the
faculty of the Young Musicians and Artists summer camp (since 2010), and was a Violin and Viola
Instructor at Concordia University for ten years where she directed the Concordia University String
Ensemble. Past positions also include teaching at Corban, Pacific and Marylhurst Universities. Her
students have participated in the Metropolitan Youth Symphony, Pro-Arte Youth Orchestra, Oregon AllState Orchestra, and have won college scholarships and concerto competitions across the Pacific
Northwest region.
In May of 2020, Casey launched a weekly podcast aimed at increasing accessibility to classical
music and demystifying the genre. "Keep Classical Weird" has had over 30 episodes, and has been
featured in Willamette Week and The Portland Tribune.
Casey’s greatest mentors include Gerardo Ribeiro, Richard Fuchs, and Harold Wippler. She
received her Bachelors of Music Performance from the University of Northern Colorado, and her
Masters of Music Performance from Northwestern University. She plays on an 1874 Frederic Diehl
violin.
The Brno Philharmonic has an illustrious history of music making, its beginnings dating back to
the 1870s when its first predecessor, the amateur Czech Symphony Orchestra, was established under
the auspices of Leoš Janáček and housed in the purpose-built Besední dům, the present orchestra's
magnificent home. Formed in 1956 after the merger of the Radio Orchestra and the Brno Region
Symphony Orchestra, the Brno Philharmonic has long been regarded as one of the best orchestras in the
Czech Republic.
Read more at: http://www.asops.cz/index.php?lang=en&page=brno-philharmonic-orchestra.
Jenny Estrin leads an active and diverse performing and teaching career. When she’s not
performing as a classical violinist, Jenny moonlights as a fiddler in a folk band, does recording studio
work, and teaches private lessons.
Ms. Estrin’s formal training began at Indiana University’s Young Violinist Program with Mimi
Zweig, and she returned to Bloomington to attend the Jacobs School of Music as a masters student.
When her studies were complete, she attended the Garth Newell Music Center as a fellowship recipient

with a string quartet before relocating to Portland, Oregon where she began developing the varied
performing and teaching career she enjoys today.
Currently, Jenny performs as the concertmaster of Eugene Symphony and performs in the violin
sections of the Oregon Ballet Theatre and Portland Opera orchestras. Additionally, Jenny has performed
as concertmaster of the Oregon Mozart Players orchestra and the Oregon Mahler Festival, principal
second in the Eugene Concert Choir Orchestra for two seasons, and has been performing in the Astoria
Music Festival since 2012.
She recorded a full-length album of Northwest folk music with Timberbound, a Northwest folk
band, and contributed to the Roll Columbia project, an album of 26 Woody Guthrie songs that was
released under the Smithsonian Folkways record label this year.
Jenny is also a long time music educator, and teaches through 45th Parallel, an organization that
celebrates Northwest musicians and educators, and she maintains a private studio in Southeast Portland.
Members of The Evergreen Experimental Music Ensemble: Arun Chandra, Director
So long as one can stipulate and realize a desired set of relations in sound, and for so long as
those relations do not reinforce the undesired sets of relations that currently exist in our society, that's as
long as I will continue to choose "music" as a site for the preservation of hope and encouragement. —
Arun Chandra, faculty, The Evergreen State College
Ariel Birks is a vocalist, songwriter, actor, poet, and serious goofball. She loves choral and small
ensemble work but also enjoys learning madrigals, art songs, and popular tunes from the early 20th
Century. In 2014, she was awarded a Gilman scholarship and travelled in South Africa learning choral
song and dance and is grateful for opportunities to study vivid and varied musical traditions at home and
abroad.
Jane Rogers — I appreciate art as a way to think in layers and escape stale narratives... to enact
subtle change within myself and immediate community. These changes are at best a fine tuned
intervention; more often they are simply ripples to fluff out stagnancy, which to me is still absolutely
worthwhile. I've explored theater, dance, acrobatics, choral music, poetry, drawing, painting, sculpture,
among other forms. I was drawn to experimental music through friends who also mix media and genres,
and I always enjoy the music of theater and the theater of music. My personal creative experiments of
late have been process-oriented practices or utilitarian handicraft rather than composition, but I do
enjoy a rehearsal process, and participating in bringing other's compositions to life. The Evergreen
Experimental Music Ensemble has been a good place to stretch my voice, and populate my imagination
with more interesting shapes and cadences.
Elliot Kennedy has been part of the Experimental Ensemble for two years. With a background in
interpreting and performing traditional folk musics, involvement in this ensemble has been helpful in
developing a love of playfulness, careful listening, and deconstructing binaries and hierarchies
established in music.
Daniel Stein is a bassist and composer based out in Olympia Washington. His dual interests in
computer music and groove based popular music inform his musical sensibilities. Daniel Stein is a
junior at The Evergreen State College and has been a part of the Evergreen Experimental Music
Ensemble since September of 2019.
Callum McKean's been playing from the get go. Raised by musical pranksters, exploratory
expressions & idiosyncratic improvisations have long been the center of his swirling world. Though he

grapples fruitfully with many instruments & styles, making elastic noises on the trombone is the most
freeing.
Emma “Shady Grove” Jones is a writer and musician. She composes experimental pop-folk
music under the moniker Magellan and is currently finishing a book-length poetry manuscript titled
River If / River Is. She has published writing in Manqué Magazine and Entropy.
Shirley Urman — I was recruited to the EEME two years ago; half a fingertip later I have found
myself rooted in community noise, composer toys, action potentials, silly rules, beautiful tools, and have
had many weird adventures as a performer. Being a part of such a celebration of interdisciplinary artistry
is truly inspiring and I am looking “forward?” to more experiments always.
Ben Michaelis is a composer and musician living in Olympia WA. His pieces range from
compositions for computer-generated sound, to duets for speakers and assorted kitchenware, to timeshifted dialogues, and text-centered compositions influenced by Kenneth Gaburo. Ben graduated with a
focus on music composition and performance from The Evergreen State College in 2010 and has
continued to write and perform his own works and those of many others as part of the Evergreen
Experiment Music Ensemble. He has been a guest teacher of music at the Community School in
Spokane Washington and at the School for Designing a Society in Urbana Illinois.
End of The Evergreen Experimental Music Ensemble bios
Lyric soprano Anna Haagenson is an active soloist, teacher and adjudicator in the
Portland/Vancouver region. Ms. Haagenson received a Bachelor of Music degree from the University of
Colorado and a Master of Music degree at the University of Minnesota. She has bowed with the
Minnesota Opera, the Minnesota Chorale, the Lyra Baroque Orchestra, Exultate Orchestra, the Schubert
Club of Minnesota, the Trinity Consort of Portland, Resonance Ensemble, the Sunnyside Symphony, the
Vancouver Symphony and with Friends of Rain, a faculty new music ensemble at Lewis and Clark
College. Ms. Haagenson is a recipient of numerous awards including national winner of the Mother of
the Year Vocal Competition and the Schubert Club of Minnesota Scholarship Competition. She has
studied with Martin Issep, Lucy Shelton, Wesley Balk at the Wesley Balk Opera Theater Institute, Håkan
Hagegård at the HageGården Music Center in Sweden, Robert Harrison, Lawrence Weller and Thomas
Houser. Ms. Haagenson is on the voice faculty at Lewis and Clark College, where she has been teaching
private voice and Voice Class since 2001. She also maintains a private studio and is actively involved in
music ministry at Columbia Presbyterian Church, Vancouver, WA.
Nancy Ives is Principal Violoncello of the Oregon Symphony and is a member of Fear No Music,
the Palatine Piano Trio and the Rose City Trio. She received her B.M. from the University of Kansas
(studies with Ed Laut) and M.M. and D.M.A. from Manhattan School of Music (studies with Marion
Feldman.) While living in New York City, her diverse activities ranged from working with new music
groups such as NorthSouth Consonance and Musicians Accord and being solo and principal cello of
groups such as the Manhattan Chamber Orchestra and American Chamber Opera Company to
appearing with Laurie Anderson and Gal Costa an the BAM Next Wave Festival and with Nana
Vasconcelos at The Knitting Factory and at Merkin Hall. She can be heard on recordings with rock star
Lenny Kravitz and on soundtracks for the PBS series Nature and the Smithsonian. During several years
on tour with Phantom of the Opera, she performed a comedy routine about the cello in AIDS benefits
across the country.
Nancy is an avid chamber musician with a particular affinity for new music and is a frequent
guest of groups such as Chamber Music Northwest, 45th Parallel, Third Angle, and Portland Cello

Project. Her composition Shard is featured on a recent PCP album. In 2018, with the help of a grant
from the Regional Arts and Culture Council, Ives commissioned six leading Oregon composers
including herself to write new works inspired by the Allemandes from the Bach cello Suites, the
recording for which is in process. She is Instructor of Chamber Music at Lewis and Clark College, a
founder of Classical Up Close, and has served on the Board of Directors of the Oregon Symphony. She
blogs at nancyives.com and classicalupclose.com.
Violinist Hae-Jin Kim received her Bachelor's and Master's Degree from the Eastman School of
Music, where she was awarded the prestigious Performer's Certificate and the Starling Foundation
Award. She is currently an Assistant Concertmaster of the Oregon Ballet Theatre Orchestra and a
member of the Portland Opera Orchestra, and the first violinist of the WildWood String Quartet.
As an active performer, Hae-Jin has served as Concertmaster of the Oregon Music Festival
Orchestra, Pearl Chamber Orchestra, Bridgetown Orchestra and Oregon Repertory Singers Orchestra,
and plays with the Oregon Symphony Orchestra, Portland Chamber Orchestra, and Portland
SummerFest Opera. She has played in the Astoria Music Festival, the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra,
Rochester Oratorio Society Orchestra, and Brockport Symphony. As a chamber musician, she has
appeared in numerous performances including Free Marz String Trio of March Music Moderne, NW
New Music, Artesan String Quartet, Asiana String Quartet and Pacifica Trio.
Hae-Jin is a member of American String Teachers Association and Music Teachers National
Association/Oregon Music Teachers Association. She has a private teaching studio in NW Portland and
is a faculty member of the Chamber Music Camp of Portland.
A graduate of Brainerd High School, Heather Mastel-Lipson began playing the violin at age
seven. Since then, she has performed in music festivals in the United States, Europe and South America.
As an orchestral player, Heather is a regular member of Portland Opera and Oregon Ballet Theatre
Orchestra. She has performed as concertmaster of several ensembles including the San Francisco
Conservatory Orchestra, Eastman Philharmonia and as former associate concertmaster of the Vancouver
Symphony Orchestra (WA). Heather has performed with the Reno Philharmonic and holds a spot on the
Oregon Symphony Orchestra's substitute list.
As a chamber musician Heather is a founding member of the Northwest Piano Trio and has
performed numerous times with the ensemble on All Classical Portland Public Radio. Heather also
performs with her husband, Mario Diaz, in a violin and guitar duo giving concerts around Portland and
the Bay Area. Also interested in non-classical music, Heather has toured the country with Five For
Fighting and frequently collaborates with cellist Dave Eggar. She has toured multiple times as
concertmaster for the celebrated film composer Helen Jane Long, and can be heard on Phillip Phillip's
recent album.
When she is not performing Heather enjoys teaching her private students, coaching chamber
music and her work as a faculty member of the summer music camp, Young Musicians and Artists
(YMA) at Willamette University. Heather holds a Bachelor of Music degree from the Eastman School of
Music and a Master of Music degree from the San Francisco Conservatory of Music. Her primary
teachers include Axel Strauss, Juliana Athayde and Frank Huang. Aside from playing the violin, Heather
is an avid swimmer and loves swimming the butterfly across the lakes of Minnesota or the San Francisco
Bay (in a wetsuit, of course!) She lives in Portland with her husband and their two children.
As a classical pianist, British-born Sequoia has worked for such companies as the Royal Opera
House, English National Opera, Rambert Dance Company, the BBC Singers and the acclaimed music
theater group, the Clod Ensemble. He recently moved to Portland where he is now working for Portland
Opera and Opera Theater Oregon. He also enjoys working in progressive music outside of the classical

box, and has performed and collaborated with the likes of rock legends Mark E. Smith (The Fall), Damo
Suzuki (Can), and jazz/improvising luminaries Meredith Monk, Jacqui Dankworth & Barb Jungr.
A native of Portland, Oregon, pianist Susan DeWitt Smith has an active career as both a soloist
and chamber musician. She has performed as a soloist with the Oregon Symphony and the Columbia
Symphony in Portland, as well as many of the fine community orchestras in the Pacific Northwest, and
on subscription series with the San Diego Symphony, San Diego Chamber Orchestra, Palomar
Symphony and the Dartmouth Symphony. A co-founder of the Nelson Chamber Music Festival in New
Zealand, Dr. Smith is highly regarded as a chamber musician and has performed at festivals throughout
the country, with musicians who include members of the Juilliard, Kronos, and Philadelphia string
quartets. She has performed at the Bloch, Cascade Head and the Cascade music festivals in Oregon, as
well as the Grand Teton, Hot Springs, and Olympic music festivals. An enthusiastic proponent of new
music, she has performed with most of the new music groups in Portland and is a member of Portland’s
Third Angle New Music Ensemble. As a recording artist, she has recorded extensively on the KOCH
International Classics label. A graduate of Dartmouth College, she earned her MM from the San
Francisco Conservatory of Music, and her Doctor of Musical Arts degree from the Eastman School of
Music. Currently, Dr Smith is an Associate Professor of music and director of the piano program at Lewis
& Clark College.
Rebecca Stager received her Bachelor's Degree in Music from Oregon State University before
going on to study at the Manhattan School of Music where she earned her Master's Degree in Vocal
Accompanying. A native of Canby, Oregon, Rebecca has been collaborating at the piano with
musicians for over 20 years. Be it choirs, vocalists, instrumentalists, or small ensembles, she is
passionate about the art of co-creating with others. Rebecca feels particularly grateful and has enjoyed
collaborating live on this project after the past year of shut-downs and restrictions. She greatly looks
forward to seeing how our world of music continues to evolve, respond to, and shape the world around
us in the coming year.
Stephanie Thompson, pianist, takes delight in exploring textures and tone colors in solo and
collaborative repertoire. A passionate advocate of art song, she is committed to text analysis and
expressing poetic nuance in music. Recent performance highlights include a Pacific Northwest concert
tour of Her Songs with mezzo-soprano Lisa Neher and the premiere of Damien Geter’s 1619, a song
cycle for choir and piano on the legacy of slavery, with Capella Nova under the direction of Dr.
Katherine FitzGibbon. Thompson is staff accompanist and teaches classical piano and piano
accompaniment at Lewis & Clark College in Portland, Oregon, where she performs with all three choral
ensembles.
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CASCADIA UPCOMING EVENTS
Celebration Works: Unite in Song
Saturday, May 15th (livestream) at 2:00 PM, and Sunday, May 16th at 2:00 PM, online from the
sanctuary of the First Presbyterian Church of Portland, Oregon, and available for 48 hours after
the Sunday rebroadcast on www.frstpresportland.org/music-arts/celebration-works/
Cascadia Composers and Unite Oregon present a collaborative concert of new music by local
composers, artists, and poets, performed by local musicians and dancers, celebrating Unite
Oregon's mission.

In Good Hands 2021
Saturday, July 17th online via YouTube or www.cascadiacomposers.org
Our annual concert of works played by student performers, this year including works specially
written in collaboration with individual students by our composer members!

